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  CONCERT-PRESS / CV 
»With a sense of sound and understanding, amazing musical intelligence« is how critics describe the versatile young artist, who has been 
awarded the title of "Young Steinway Artist" by Steinway & Sons and has been awarded several first prizes at festivals/competitions in 
Europe and the USA, such as at Braunschweig Classix under the jury of Deutsche Grammophon and NDR.Maximilian Schairer has 
received scholarships from the Deutsche Stiftung Musikleben, the ZEIT-Stiftung Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius in cooperation with the Carl-
Heinz Illies Fond-Stipendium, the DAAD, the Deutschlandstipendium and the Hans und Eugenia Jütting Stiftung, among others, as well as 
the Baden-Württemberg Stiftung and the Eva Mayr-Stihl Stiftung in cooperation with SWR. 

Already in 2011, critics wrote: "The name Maximilian Schairer should be remembered today." He is one of the most interesting musicians 
of his generation, thrilling audiences not only with his extraordinary artistic maturity, but also with magically exciting interpretations that are 
richly colored and elaborate down to the finest nuances. His main focus is on the works of Beethoven and Bach. 

He has performed in renowned concert halls in Europe, Indonesia and USA, received numerous festival engagements such as ATTACA 
Festival for Contemporary Music, Braunschweig Classix, Festival International de Musique Dinard, MUSIKFESTUTTGART, Ludwigsburg 
Schlossfestspiele, LUCERNE FESTIVAL, Salzburger Festspiele, US International Romantic Festival, played for Queen Elizabeth II's 
"Diamond Jubilee", for German President Gauck and made his orchestral debut with the Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra at the age of 12 as 
well as Bach's French Suite in E major, his studio recording debut with BR-Klassik. Another highlight: his US Carnegie Hall debut in 2014, 
where he performed again in 2015. In the 2017 season, he thrilled audiences at his Liederhalle Orchestra debut in the Beethoven Hall 
together with the CSO, as well as at his Esslingen Master Concert debut with the JSPE. In 2018, he opened Stuttgart's young classical 
music festival ZUKUNFTSKLANG. In May 2019, with Hummel's Piano Concerto in B minor, he celebrated his orchestral debut with the 
Stuttgart Philharmonic and Jan Willem de Vriend, which was acclaimed by the audience, in both the nearly sold-out Theater Ansbach and 
the Beethoven Hall of the KKL Liederhalle Stuttgart. In October 2019, he enchanted with "heart, multi-faceted wit, great tonal color and 
personality color", at his short-notice engagement for the injured General Music Director and Chief Conductor Dan Ettinger at Haydn's 
Piano Concerto in D major at whose request he took over the solo part. As a chamber music partner, he performs with various ensembles, 
including the ensemble of the Stuttgart State Orchestra. His debut CD "Clair de Lune" together with violinist Philipp Jonas (master student 
of Julia Fischer) was released in April 2021 under the label "bella musica-THOROFON" and was broadcast on BR-Klassik, SWR2 and rbb-
Kultur. In June 2023 his solo CD "Gloaming" will be released in co-production with BR-Klassik and "hänssler classic".  
 
He received artistic impulses from Ya-Fei Chuang, Jörg Halubek, Martin Helmchen, Robert Levin, Murray Perahia. Maximilian Schairer 
began his studies in piano and historical keyboard instruments in Stuttgart, Leipzig and Munich. He completed his studies with top marks 
in each case. He is currently continuing his concert studies with Prof. Michael Hauber at the HMDK Stuttgart. On social media, the young 
artist inspires over 60,000 people worldwide with his playing, and is requested for collaborations with G.Henle Verlag, among others. 

// www.maximilianschairer.de / @maximilianschairermusic // www.zukunftsklang.de // 
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PRESS EXAMBLES 

 
04.10.2019 Südwestpresse + Bietigheimer Zeitung  

 
»What an experience! The "Kultur bei uns" organizers are still thrilled days later. At the piano concert with pianist Maximilian Schairer, which "Kultur bei uns" recently 
hosted, additional chairs had to be placed in the foyer. "A huge success, fabulous" ... "A brilliant concert" ... "Orchestral timbres filled the room" ... "At times one had the 

feeling the piano was being played 4-handed“ …«  28.11.2022 Stuttgarter Zeitung / Stuttgarter Nachrichten / Press & Audience Comments 
 

»CD "Clair de Lune" ... When the duo Jonas-Schairer engages in the repertoire with passion and playfulness, an interaction at eye level coupled with playfulness that 
knows no bounds prevails ... clairaudient transparency ... farsightedness in dynamic shaping ... Rich spectrum of timbres ... remarkable maturity ... Schairer is aware of his 
orchestral role and high responsibility for the big picture with every note ... it nourishes the desire to experience this young, fresh duo in live concert again soon!« 
12.06.2021 www.klassik-heute.com 

 

»He's doing it left-handed... Chief conductor Dan Ettinger opens the new season despite a serious injury on his right hand. In the concert of the Stuttgart Philharmonic Dan 
Ettinger conducts Bruckner's 4th Symphony "Romantic". Maximilian Schairer, who has already enthralled the Philharmonic audience with the highly virtuoso Hummel 
Concerto No. 3, steps in at short notice for Haydn's Piano Concerto in D Major that was originally planned with him as soloist. Dan Ettinger is happy that the young pianist 
can take over this part for him. With Haydn, everything is in it, says Ettinger: wit and humor up to sarcasm. His music is classical and at the same time incredibly modern in 
expression, and that is exactly what is so difficult ... The solo part of Haydn's D Major Piano Concerto, which Ettinger actually wanted to play himself, is in good hands with 

the young Maximilian Schairer, who was engaged at short notice. ... « 03.10.2019 Stuttgarter Zeitung Kulturreport / Stuttgarter Nachrichten / 
Stuttgarter Philharmoniker Presse  

 
»Musical brilliance on the Buga stage“... Afterwards, another highlight awaited the audience: the experienced „Young Steinway Artist“ Maximilian Schairer brilliantly proved 
his „extraordinary artistic maturity“ and „deep musical understanding“, as announced in the programme. He impressed the audience with his interpretation of Chopin‘s 
„Ballade No. 4 in f minor op. 52“ in such a powerful way that he received standing ovations. With W. A. Mozart‘s demanding „Piano Concerto No. 20 in d minor KV 466“, 

the pianist and the JSO showed just as much their oustanding musical quality.« 2019.07.10 Heilbronner Stimme 

 
»Stuttgart Phiharmonics with rapid romanticism - Stuttgart Philharmonic Orchestra and pianist Maximilian Schairer play Hummel‘s third piano concerto - The Stuttgart 
Philharmonics again shined a concert diamond beyond the mainstream repertoire. With pianist Maximilian Schairer, Johann Nepomuk Hummel‘s third piano concert 
became a celebration of silvery pace, exquisit lyric and forest-dark romanticism. Also magnificent: symphonic works by Schubert and Beethoven conducted by Jan Willem 

de Vriend.« 2019.05.30 Esslinger Zeitung 

 
»The music breathes, speaks and sings - Maximilian Schairer and the Junge Süddeutsche Philharmonie Esslingen inspire the audience with enthusiasm and high level ... 
Schairer appears wonderfully lyrical, with virtuosic confidence. Schairer has a nice round tone, it is noticeable how many nuances he uses in the quiet areas... the 
performance captivates with great color richness, the music breathes, speaks and sings. In the slow movement prevail cheerfulness and relaxation. In contrast, there is a 
passionately troubled middle section with extended chord breaks by Schairer. The final movement trumps with a lot of drive and vibrant energy. Here, too, the cadenzas 

are a platform for the musical expressiveness of Maximilian Schairer. At the end, thanksgiving joy breaks out in the audience.« 2017.10.17 Winnender Zeitung 

 

»Esslinger Meisterkonzerte sks-Russ-Konzertdirektion: In Mozart's Piano Concerto in D Minor KV 466, Maximilian Schairer presented a new generation of young German 

pianists. The 20-year-old was already convincing in the solo entry with the clarity of his touch. He put his individual stamp on the rendition and played his way through the 
virtuoso score with ease and brilliance. In the cadenza he burnt a firework of his pianistic skills - technically skilful, musically considered and tastefully served. ... with a 
flourishing tone the beauty of the music shone through. ... literally bubbling with joy of music-making: the runs purred, dynamically structured, together with the attentive 

orchestra that was seconded ... «10.10.2017 Esslinger Zeitung 

 
»With a lot of imagination - brilliant concert ... personal style ... creates new access to the audience ... wonderfully varied timbres and nuances... that brings happiness ... 
courageous, thoughtful, virtuosity in the service of the musical statement. Bravo! ... In Beethoven's Sonata in C sharp minor op. 27 no. 2 "Sonata quasi una fantasia", 
Schairer's very personal style became apparent. He interpreted with thoughtful dramaturgy. Through deliberate decisions, he let the structures of melodies and back 
voices stand out over a flat accompaniment, thus creating a new access to the listener. ... In Scriabin's Sonata op. 19, Maximilian Schairer interpreted wonderfully 
shimmering plastic shades, quiet ripples, thunderous roars of the sea, and with varied sound-colors found a great narrative going beyond mere depiction of nature. In 
Chopin's Fantaisie-Impromptu, he plays with an orchestral full tone, clearly audible progressions in the middle parts and in the bass. This brings happiness. ... In 
theChopin's Piano Sonata in B minor, op. 58, Schairer lets dramatic experiences roar in order to dissolve them, as if in a dream, in a conciliatory way. Effortless, brilliantly 
fast, he plays the virtuosic finale of the sonata. Maximilian Schairer plays courageously, thoughtfully and puts his virtuosity at the service of the musical statement. Bravo! 
28.03.2017 Volksstimme Hansestadt Stendal 
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